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Abstract Spectroscopic networks (SNs), where the vertices are discrete, rovibronic
energy levels and the edges are transitions among the levels allowed by quantum
mechanics, serve as useful models helping to understand high-resolution spectra of
+ 14
+
NH3 ,
molecular systems. The experimental SNs of the 12 C2 , H+
3 , H2 D , HD2 ,
16
and H2 O molecules, containing a single copy of the known measured and assigned
transitions, are investigated via the corresponding network representation matrices,
including the Ritz matrix X, the adjacency matrix A, the combinatorial Laplacian
matrix L C , and the normalized Laplacian matrix L N . Using elements of graph (network) theory and the eigenvalue spectra of the matrices mentioned, several interesting
results relevant for high-resolution molecular spectroscopy are revealed about the
structure of the investigated SNs. For example, as long as the parity selection rule of
molecular rovibrational transitions is not violated, the experimental SNs investigated
not only contain, with the exception of 12 C2 , two principal components but they are all
bipartite networks, as proven by the symmetry of the eigenvalue spectrum of A about
the origin. Furthermore, the PageRank ordering system is introduced to molecular
spectroscopy to identify the most important vertices of SNs. The rankings provided
by the degree of the levels and by PageRank may differ significantly; it appears that
PageRank provides the more useful ranking. The connectors of relatively dense clusters
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of the SNs are identified and analysed via spectral clustering techniques based on L C
and L N . The identification of connectors becomes especially important when judging
the true accuracy of the experimental rovibrational energy levels obtained through the
Measured Active Rotational-Vibrational Energy Levels (MARVEL) approach, built
with the help of the Ritz matrix X.
Keywords Spectroscopic network · Matrix representations · Eigenvalues ·
Bipartiteness · PageRank · Spectral clustering

1 Introduction
The concept of spectroscopic networks (SNs) was introduced [1–6] to aid the characterization of (high-resolution) rotational-vibrational-electronic spectra, irrespective
whether the spectra are obtained via sophisticated measurements or by first-principles
quantum chemical computations. Advantages of a network-theoretical view of complex experimental molecular spectra include (a) an improved understanding of the
underlying energy level structure of the molecule under investigation, (b) specification
of ways and means to characterize connections among subsets of rovibronic energy
levels, (c) a possibility to identify the distribution of the large number of allowed
and measurable transitions among the much smaller number of energy levels, and
(d) provision of tools useful to improve the accuracy and completeness of existing
experimental spectral databases and line lists [7–22]. Briefly, SNs help to transform
(spectroscopic) data into (chemical) knowledge.
SNs are built upon the rules of quantum chemistry, which yield large, finite,
weighted, rooted networks [graphs, G = (V, E)], made up of energy levels as nodes
(vertices, V ) and allowed transitions between them as links (edges, E). Weights, when
considered, are related to transition intensities characterizing particular spectra [4,5].
Spectra obtained at different temperatures using different one-, two-, and multiphoton measurement techniques are characterized by different transitions and transition
intensities, as dictated by quantum mechanical selection rules; thus, experimental
SNs of the same molecule, built upon transitions measured by different techniques,
might have significantly different vertices, edges, and weights. In other words, experiments, via high-resolution techniques of molecular spectroscopy, lead to a subgraph
of the “complete” SN of a molecule, which can only be accessed via sophisticated,
variational-type quantum chemical computations [23–28]. Even in the experimentally
most thoroughly studied cases [7–10] the observable transitions form just a tiny part
of all the transitions allowed by a given absorption or emission technique.
For the purposes of the present discussion, networks [29,30] and graphs [31–33]
are considered to be equivalent mathematical constructs. Therefore, results of graph
theory can readily be used to characterize SNs. In this paper we continue our exploration [4–6] of SNs, this time by considering matrix representations of SNs and by
investigating the usefulness of matrix representations in high-resolution spectroscopic
research. The concept of SNs has found its most important application in the Measured Active Rotational-Vibrational Energy Levels (MARVEL) protocol [1–3], which
determines experimental energy levels by a weighted, linear least-squares inversion of
the information contained in measured and assigned transitions. MARVEL has been
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used successfully to obtain experimental-quality rovibrational energy levels of several
electronic states of 12 C2 [34], and of the ground electronic states of nine isotopologues of water [7–11], three isotopologues of H+
3 [35,36], parent ketene [37], and
parent ammonia [38,39]. Out of these comprehensive investigations the experimental
SNs of the diatomic 12 C2 , the asymmetric-top D2 H+ , H2 D+ , and H2 16 O, as well as
14
the symmetric-top H+
3 and NH3 molecules are chosen for the present investigation
providing a sufficiently varied set of experimental SNs. In the case of C2 , not all
the observed unique transitions and energy levels are utilized for the SN here, all the
branches are deleted in order to make some of the analysis on this paper more transparent. The focus of this study is on the eigenvalues, called spectrum or eigenspectrum in
mathematics, of the matrix representations of SNs. Thus, we are going to investigate
spectra of spectra, hoping that these results could help high-resolution spectroscopists
and improve databases containing high-resolution spectroscopic results. As a final
note we add that for the parents of H2 O, H+
3 , and NH3 , extended theoretical line lists
are also available. The related complete first-principles SNs are significantly different from their experimental counterparts in all of their properties, as mentioned, for
example, in [6].

2 Representation of spectroscopic networks via matrices
Let G denote an undirected network with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). Let there
be no self-edges (loops) or multiple edges (multiedges) in E(G)—in other words, let
G be a simple graph. Denote the number of vertices and edges of G by n and p,
respectively. Table 1 lists some of the characteristics of the different experimental
spectroscopic networks of the six molecules chosen for the present investigation.
Several matrices can be defined which characterize the spectroscopic networks: the
Ritz matrix X (which is also known as the incidence matrix), the adjacency matrix
A, the combinatorial Laplacian matrix L C , and the normalized Laplacian matrix L N .
Before giving the definitions of these matrices it should be emphasized that the size of
the matrices representing experimental SNs is large by the standards of graph theory,
though not overwhelmingly large by the standards of network theory. SNs determined

Table 1 Characteristics of the experimental spectroscopic networks (SN) investigated
12 C [34]
2

H+
3 [36]
Ortho

Para

D2 H+ [35]

H2 D+ [35]

14 NH [38]
3

H2 16 O [9]

Ortho

Ortho

Ortho

Ortho

Para

Para

Para

Para

#En

4617

260

390

52

52

63

46

2731

1455

10,579

7860

#Tr

16,481

372

552

70

62

80

60

10,019

5374

63,086

35,752

#En = number of energy levels, #Tr = number of transitions. The number of transitions characterizing
the SNs used in this study refer to the number of validated transitions given in the original publications
indicated but only one transition is kept if several measured ones are available; thus, unlike in the original
publications the SNs considered here are not multiedge networks. In the case of the SN of 14 NH3 some
transitions which were given in [38] but proved to be problematic have been removed. The SN of 12 C2
employed here is also different from the complete SN presented in [34] (see text)
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by first principles quantum chemical computations are especially large. For H2 16 O,
for example, the number of ab initio computed energy levels and transitions in the socalled BT2 linelist [24] are on the order of 100,000 and 100,000,000, respectively. The
number of energy levels and transitions in the first-principles BYTe linelist of 14 NH3
[40] are even larger, with 1,373,897 levels and 1,138,323,351 transitions, respectively.
Furthermore, even experiments provide a large number of transitions and energy levels;
for example, for the simple triatomic molecule H2 16 O the largest experimental dataset
assembled [9] contains some 200,000 (non-unique) transitions and 20,000 energy
levels.
The Ritz principle of spectroscopy states that
 all observed
 spectroscopic transitions
are characterized by a frequency of ν = h −1 E up − E low , where E up and E low are the
values of the upper and lower energy levels taking part in the transition, respectively,
and h is Planck’s constant. Thus, transitions and energy levels can be related by a
matrix X, of dimension n × p. X(G) is an extremely sparse matrix, it contains zeros
at all places except two elements for each transition, with +1 and –1 for the upper and
the lower energy levels, respectively. To honor the contributions of Walther Ritz to
spectroscopy, from here on we call the X matrix the Ritz matrix of spectroscopy. Note
that one flavor of the so-called incidence matrix of graph theory, whereby orientation
of each edge is fixed, coincides with the Ritz-matrix of spectroscopy, as

Xi j

⎧
⎨ +1, if i is the head of transition e j ,
= −1, if i is the tail of transition e j ,
⎩
0, otherwise.

This type of orientation is characteristic to SNs as the energy levels underlying the
observable transitions can always be oriented.
The Ritz-matrix X can also be called the design matrix, as this is the matrix which
can be used to obtain the unknown energy levels (n parameters) from the known
(measured) p transitions via a weighted linear least-squares analysis [2,3]. Note that
this connection gave the name X-matrix method to a technique developed by Flaud
et al. [41] to transform, in a least-squares sense, spectroscopic transitions into energy
levels. The Ritz-matrix plays a central role in the MARVEL procedure [2,3], as well;
MARVEL can be considered as an extension of the X-matrix method of Flaud et al.
[41] using much improved algorithms. The networks of this study characterized in
Table 1 were obtained as results of separate MARVEL analyses. Note, finally, that the
use of the Ritz matrix gave the name RITZ to a procedure similar to MARVEL and
developed by Tashkun et al. [42].
The adjacency matrix A of the undirected network G is an n × n square matrix.
If the edge ij exists in E(G), then Ai j = A ji = 1, else Ai j = A ji = 0. Since no
self-edges are allowed in E(G) of a SN, the diagonal elements of A are zeros. Denote
the eigenvalues of A by αn ≤ αn−1 ≤ · · · ≤ α2 ≤ α1 . Briefly, A is a symmetric matrix
with Tr(A) = 0, αn ≤ 0, and0 ≤ α1 . The degree di of vertex i of G, i.e., the number
of its connections, is di = nj=1 Ai j . Adjacency matrices are most useful when the
investigation of the SN is aimed at walks, adjacency relations, or counting the total
number of loops of different length.
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The combinatorial Laplacian L C of G is a matrix of size n × n. For the diagonal elements, L iiC = di . If the edge ij exists in E(G) than L iCj = L Cji = −1, else
L iCj = L Cji = 0. In other words, L C = D − A, where D is the diagonal matrix with
the degrees in its diagonal. L C is a singular, positive semidefinite, symmetric matrix;
therefore, for the eigenvalues of LC it holds that 0 = λn ≤ · · · ≤ λ2 ≤ λ1 . Combinatorial Laplacian matrices are employed in network theory when the investigation
centers around spanning trees or the incidence relation of edges and vertices. Note
that the relation X X T = D + A holds for the matrices introduced, where T stands for
transposition.
The normalized Laplacian L N of G is also a matrix of size n × n. The diagonal
elements of L N are L iiN = 1. For adjacent vertices i and j, L iNj = −(di d j )−1/2 , for
nonadjacent vertices i and j, L iNj = 0. The eigenvalues of L N are denoted by νi . The
eigenvalues of the normalized Laplacian matrix lie in the [0,2] interval [43,44].
The spectra of the matrix representations A, L C , and L N of SNs can be used to
provide useful estimates of selected properties of the networks without the explicit
analysis of the exact SN structure. As seen below, in many cases these estimates require
only a few specified eigenvalues to yield the required information.
Table 2 contains characteristic eigenvalue results related to the matrices A, L C , and
N
L , along with other useful network measures investigated later in the paper.

3 Basic properties of SNs obtained from eigenspectra of their matrix
representations
+
+
Determining the spectra of the experimental SNs of H+
3 , D2 H , and H2 D is fast,
due to the small size of the SN matrices, resulting from the highly limited number
of available assigned experimental transitions (see Table 1). However, the n × n network matrix representations have a much larger size in the case of H2 16 O; therefore,
advanced eigenvalue algorithms are needed to determine the spectra of A, L C , and
L N of H2 16 O. To compute the required eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, we either use
a direct diagonalizer or the iterative Lanczos algorithm [45,46].
It is important to emphasize here that there are a number of graph-theoretical quantities which, although can be approximated using the eigenvalue spectra, do not appear
to be useful for high-resolution molecular spectroscopy. An example is the chromatic
number of graphs. This would give us the minimum number of different colors that
the vertices of the graph could be colored with, when the two endpoints of any edge in
the graph must have different colors. The chromatic number of an SN does not appear
to have practical value.

3.1 Minimum, maximum, and average vertex degrees
It has been proved [31,32] that neither the minimum vertex degree nor the average
vertex degree can be larger than the largest eigenvalue of A, α1 . The minimum vertex
degree of the experimental SNs investigated always equals one. This means that all
the SNs investigated have at least one leaf, a vertex with degree 1. Thus, the related
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Table 2 Important spectral characteristics of some of the matrix representations of the experimental spectroscopic networks of the molecules investigated
H+
3

Matrix Property

D2 H+

Ortho
A

LC

LN

Ortho

Para

Ortho

Para

Largest eigenvalue, α1

6.48

7.22

4.83

4.31

5.24

4.42

Average vertex degree

2.86

2.83

2.69

2.38

2.54

2.61

Minimum vertex degree 1

1

1

1

1

1

Maximum vertex degree 28

41

13

15

17

13

αmin = −αmax

True

True

True

True

True

True

No. of different
eigenvalues (r )

260

390

52

52

63

46

Number of spanning
trees

2.34E+ 55 4.17 E+78 1.60 E+12 1.35 E+09 7.07 E+11 6.71 E+10

Multiplicity of 0
eigenvalue

1

1

260

390

Sum of eigenvalues

12 C
2

Matrix Property

A

Para

H2 D+

Largest eigenvalue, α1

15.19

Average vertex degree

7.15

1

1

1

1

52

52

63

46

14 NH

Minimum vertex degree 1

H2 16 O

3

Ortho

Para

Ortho

Para

20.44

21.16

56.92

47.13

7.39

7.34

11.93

9.10

1

1

1

1

Maximum vertex degree 32

84

89

463

389

αmin = −αmax

True

True

True

True

true

No. of different
eigenvalues (r )

4617

1455

2731

10,579

7860

LC a

Multiplicity of 0
eigenvalue

1

1

1

1

1

LN

Sum of eigenvalues

4617

1455

2731

10,579

7860

a Due to the fact that the SNs of 12 C , 14 NH , and H 16 O are much larger than those of the H+ isotopo2
3
2
3

logues, the number of spanning trees of these molecules becomes extremely large, practically infinite; thus,
they are not given in the table

Table 3 Diameters for the principal components of the experimental spectroscopic networks investigated
12 C

2

H+
3
Ortho

D2 H+
Para

Ortho

H2 D+
Para

Ortho

14 NH

Para

Ortho

H2 16 O

3

Para

Ortho

Para

r value

4617

260

390

52

52

63

46

1455

2731

10,579

7860

Real diameter

117

19

20

8

10

8

8

33

41

44

44

statement about the connection between the minimum vertex degree and α1 is not
particularly enlightening. The statement concerning the average vertex degree is also
clearly valid for the SNs investigated, see Table 2, but also has only limited practical
utility.
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It is also known [31,32] that the maximum vertex degree cannot be smaller than α1 .
This holds for the SNs investigated but this is once again not a particularly significant
statement, as it is clear from Table 2 that α1 is very different from the maximum
vertex degree for the SNs investigated. It is more significant that the α1 values appear
to be relatively close to the square roots of the maximum vertex degrees. A related
graph-theoretical result is that the largest eigenvalue of a random graph with powerlaw degree distribution is almost surely a good approximation of the square root of
the maximum degree, assuming the power law constant is larger than 2.5 [47–49].
In [6] we showed that the degree distribution of the experimental SN of H2 16 O can
be effectively approximated by a power-law distribution and that the scaling index
of the network is larger than 2. A similar power-law behavior should explain the
square-root-like scaling observed for the other investigated SNs.
Graph theory also states [31,32] that the sum of the eigenvalues of L N cannot be
greater than the number of vertices in the network. Moreover, it is an equality if and
only if the network has no isolated vertices [43]. Comparison of Tables 1 and 2 shows
that the eigenvalue sum equals the number of vertices in the experimental SNs of the
molecules studied. This is again a more or less trivial statement and only shows that the
SNs investigated have no isolated vertices [floating components of the experimental
SNs are not considered in this study, only the rooted, principal components (PC)].
3.2 Diameter
Within the present study, the diameter of a network is defined as the maximum distance
of a vertex pair; in other words, the longest path of the shortest paths among all
vertex pairs. The diameter of the network can be estimated by counting the different
eigenvalues of A. If we denote this number by r , than the diameter of G is at most
r −1. Tables 2 and 3 list the r values of the SNs investigated. This statement is useful in
general, but not for the SNs selected for this study. Interestingly, while usually a larger
diameter belongs to a larger SN, the real diameter of the PC of 12 C2 is considerably
larger than that of H2 16 O or 14 NH3 . The reason is that the extensive experimental SN of
12 C , a homonuclear diatomic with no dipole moment and zero dipole derivative with
2
respect to the vibrational motion, is built upon rovibrational energy levels belonging
to several electronic states and overall this SN is much less robust than the other large
SNs of this study.
3.3 Number of components
The multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue of the combinatorial Laplacian matrix L C is at
least 1. If it is greater than 1 than the network is not connected, i.e., it contains more
than one component. In general, the multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue is equal to the
number of connected components of the network.
During the course of the present study the principal components of the experimental
SNs of the molecules were selected for investigation. Thus, for them the number of
components is known a priori; in fact, it is one for each PC. Nevertheless, when
the experimental measurement results are collected and the SN is built, knowing the
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number of components is a useful result. Note that prior to a MARVEL analysis [2]
one must know the number of components but there this is determined via a depth-first
search (DFS) analysis [31,32].

3.4 Bipartiteness
A graph, or a component of a graph, is bipartite if its vertex set can be split into two
disjoint sets V1 and V2 so that every edge connects a vertex in V1 to one in V2 . This
attribute of a graph can be detected using the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix A:
if the eigenvalue spectrum of A is symmetric about the origin, the graph is bipartite
(i.e., it is a bigraph). If the graph is connected, it is sufficient to check that the smallest
eigenvalue is the negative of the largest eigenvalue; in other words, αmin = −αmax
ensures bipartiteness [50].
All of the rooted principal components of the SNs investigated are bipartite. This
property is related to the selection rule characterizing one-photon rovibrational transitions of molecules, namely that parity has to change during the transition. An important
corollary of bipartiteness for high-resolution spectroscopy is that there are no simple
cycles of odd length in the SN. While selection rules are stated in all elementary textbooks on spectroscopy, the fact that there are no transition cycles of odd length for
one-photon transitions is, to the best of our knowledge, not stated. Nevertheless, this
is an important result as it implies that the three transitions connecting three energy
levels of a molecule cannot be determined via the usual experiments, the smallest
determinable cycle is of length four.
Bipartiteness is also related to the powers of the adjacency matrix. Let Ak be the
kth power of the adjacency matrix A. The ijth element of Ak is equal to the number
of walks of length k, starting from vertex i and ending on vertex j. The fact that there
are no simple cycles of odd length in a bipartite graph implies that for odd k powers
of A, the diagonal entries Aiik = 0.
A different characterization for the bipartiteness of a network uses the eigenvalues
of the normalized Laplacian LN [43], and it can also be used in the analysis of SNs. A
theorem states [43] that in order to prove bipartiteness, it is sufficient to show that if
the graph has i + 1 connected components, than νn− j = 2 for 1 ≤ j ≤ i; or to show
that for each νi , the value of 2 − νi is also an eigenvalue of L N .

3.5 Number of different spanning trees
In graph theory, a tree denotes a graph with no cycles. A spanning tree of G is a tree T
which contains all vertices from V (G) in its vertex set—thus it ‘spans’ G. In [6] we
pointed out that the spanning tree of an SN serves both as an information compressor
as well as an efficient tool for exploring and expanding the knowledge contained in
the actual, measured SN. In other words, if we want to reach every vertex (energy
level) in a connected component of k vertices with as few transitions as possible, we
need to measure exactly k − 1 transitions, corresponding to a spanning tree of the
component.
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Fig. 1 Comparison of the 10 most important hubs characterizing the experimental spectroscopic network of
or tho−H+
3 . The size of the colored circles corresponds to the degree of the node. The left panel corresponds
to the 10 nodes with highest degrees, the right panel corresponds to the 10 nodes with maximum PageRank.
Green: nodes present according to both selection criteria, red: nodes present only when the highest degrees
are considered, blue: nodes present when the PageRank is considered, grey: first neighbors of the selected
node (Color figure online)

The number of different spanning trees in a (sub)graph G, denoted by τ (G), can be
calculated using the combinatorial Laplacian matrix L C : the absolute value of each
(n − 1) × (n − 1) minor of L C equals the number of non-identical spanning trees in
G [50–52]. One can also calculate the value of τ (G) by the following formula [50]:
τ (G) =

n−1
1
λi
n
i=1

If G is not connected than the multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue is greater than 1.
In this case there is no connected spanning tree in G; thus, τ (G) = 0.
The overwhelmingly large number of possible spanning trees (see Table 2) leads
to an emphasis on using the minimum weight spanning tree method introduced in [6]
to high-resolution spectroscopy.

4 PageRank values of the energy levels
The vertex degrees of SNs provide a natural measure to sort out the most important
energy levels of the SN. In this way, the importance is determined simply by the
number of connections an energy level has. For all SNs investigated [4–6,35,36,38]
we found that the degree distribution can be approximated reasonably well by a powerlaw with a scaling index larger than 2. Energy levels with the largest degrees are the
hubs of the network. In this section, we introduce the PageRank order [53] of vertices
as an alternative to identify the most important energy levels of an SN. Note that the
PageRank ordering is employed widely in information technology, most search engines
in the internet, most notably Google, use the same ranking system among the websites.
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A random walk in a graph means an infinite series of pairwise neighboring vertices
of the network with the following property: when the walk arrives to a vertex with
degree d, the probability that the walk continues to a given neighbor of the vertex
is 1/d. The starting vertex of a random walk is not specified. We also introduce a
parameter γ ∈ [0,1]. In each given step, the modified walk continues to a neighbor as
a random walk with the probability of γ . Furthermore, with a probability of 1 − γ , the
next vertex of the modified walk will be randomly selected from all the vertices of the
network. After an infinite number of steps, the probability that we find this modified
walk in a given vertex v can be obtained using the PageRank algorithm [53].
A good example for demonstrating the usefulness of the PageRank ordering is
provided by the SN of the or tho − H+
3 molecule. In what follows, the labels of the
energy levels are not explained, the interested reader is referred to [36]. The node
(0 0 0 1 0 m) of or tho − H+
3 has 22 connections; therefore, it is a high-degree vertex in
the SN (the maximum vertex degree is 28, see Table 2). However, 14 of the 22 neighbors
are only connected to the (0 0 0 1 0 m) node and they have no other neighbors; thus,
they are leaves. As a consequence, these 14 nodes are not significant nodes from the
point of view of the SN. It is the node (0 1 1 4 3 u) which has the highest PageRank
order in the SN. While the degree of this vertex is only 9, every neighbor is present in
at least one cycle in the SN. Moreover, among these 9 connections, one links to the
node with the highest vertex degree in the SN. Thus, the node (0 1 1 4 3 u) is definitely
more important than the node (0 0 0 1 0 m).
Figure 1 shows the 10 “most important” nodes characterizing the experimental SN
of or tho − H+
3 . The importance is defined by either the degree of the vertices (left
panel) or by the PageRank order of the nodes (right panel). Figure 1 vividly shows how
different the “most important” nodes in these two cases are. In the experimental SN of
or tho − H+
3 only four of the 10 nodes are common, which represent less than half of
the total. It is also clear that while the PageRank order prefers hubs connecting to hubs
and a high degree of cycles, the simple “maximum degree” selection criterion results
in disconnected vertices. In other words, without the neighboring nodes indicated in
grey in Fig. 1, the 10 maximum degree hubs do not form a connected component; in
fact, the 10 nodes are divided into six components. On the other hand, the first 10 nodes
with the largest PageRank order do form a well-connected component. Since cycles
play an especially important role in validating high-resolution spectroscopic measurements, the PageRank order appears to be a useful measure for the quantification of the
importance of the nodes of a SN.

5 Clustering techniques
The principal aim of clustering algorithms [44,48,54–56] is to distribute the vertices
of a network into clusters via maximizing or minimizing the edge densities within or
between the clusters. In what follows our aim is to maximize the similarity between the
elements contained in the same cluster and keep the edge density among the different
clusters as low as desired. Maintaining a balance in the size of the clusters during the
clustering is definitely a preferred property.
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Clustering algorithms can be divided into at least two classes [55]: partition and
hierarchical clustering. We employed spectral clustering algorithms [44] for partition
clustering and the Clauset–Newman–Moore (CNM) algorithm [54] for hierarchical
clustering. In [56] Bolla introduced the normalized modularity matrix and discussed
the role of the largest modulus eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors in
forming different cluster types. This is equivalent to the use of the eigenvalues of
the normalized Laplacian, L N , close to the edge of the spectrum, as done here. One
should also keep in mind that the stability of the network and the number of relevant
clusters may depend on the exponent of the power-law distribution characterizing
the network. In [48] it is proved, for example, that the range [1.5, 2) of the exponent,
frequently the case for biological networks but lower than the scaling exponents found
for spectroscopic networks, is an indication for a dense, multicluster structure.
In order to determine a partitioning of the energy levels of one of the PCs of an
experimental SN, the spectral clustering technique utilizes the eigenvalue spectra of
the combinatorial, L C , or the normalized, L N , Laplacian matrices. Using spectral
clustering techniques one can obtain partitions with various desirable properties.
A k-element partitioning corresponds to the distribution of the vertex set into k
disjoint subsets, whose union is the whole vertex set. The minimum k-way cut problem
is to find a k-element partition of a given SN, where the sum of all edge weights, which
have their endpoints in different partitions, is minimal. This problem is classified as an
NP-complete problem in graph theory. This means that there are no “fast” algorithms
to obtain the exact optimum, and we can only aim to make effective estimations.
There are at least two interesting possibilities worth pursuing during spectral clustering analysis of SNs. Our aim can be to find a k-element partition, exactly k vertex
subsets formed from the set of all vertices, with the least number of edges among
the different partition subsets. In other words, in this partitioning most of the edges
would connect nodes from the same partition subset. Using this method, with equal
weights on all the edges, one could identify sparse areas in SNs, and find the “narrow
bridges” between densely connected parts of the SN. In the second approach, weight
functions are introduced before the clustering. By setting the weights to correspond to
the uncertainty of the edges, we could highlight the “most uncertain pathways” in the
SN. In other words, we could get a map with the energy levels with low uncertainty
between the k disjoint clusters, with the “more vulnerable”, least well determined,
edges connecting the partition subsets. In both cases mentioned we approximate the
so-called normalized minimum k-way cut. Normalization here means that the partition subsets we obtain should have roughly the same size. We argue that this condition
results in more appealing partitions, as singleton subsets in the partition, which contain
only one node, could easily become the optimum for the minimum k-way cut in the
non-normalized case.
As an example, we present a spectral clustering of the SN of or tho − H+
3 in Fig. 2.
Figure 2 clearly shows that five clusters out of 10 are strongly connected, they are
part of several cycles. These clusters form the dense part of the SN; cluster #3, the
largest cluster, contains 54 levels. The other five clusters connect to the dense “core” by
“narrow bridges”. The worst case is cluster number 5 of Fig. 2, which is attached to the
core by a single transition. This cluster contains 15 energy levels and the uncertainties
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Fig. 2 10-way clustering of the experimental spectroscopic network of or tho − H+
3 , cluster #1 contains
the root

of these energy levels depend critically on the uncertainty of the connector. Clearly, it
is very important to identify such weakly connected clusters in SNs.
Next, we argue that there are important cases when a 2-way clustering provides
important information about an SN. Usually the two largest clusters of an SNs are
highly connected since the SNs are robust. For example, the two largest clusters of the
PC corresponding to or tho − H2 16 O are connected by as much as 1547 transitions. In
clear contrast, in the case of the experimental SN of the 12 C2 molecule the two largest
clusters are connected by only two transitions. This means that the values of those
energy levels which are connected to the root-containing cluster through these two
transitions depend exclusively on the accuracy of these two conjunctive transitions (see
Fig. 3). Identification of these transitions and their accurate experimental determination
is critical to the accuracy of a large number of energy levels of 12 C2 , all those within
the cluster not containing the root.
The hierarchical clustering algorithms investigated in what follows can be categorized into agglomerative and divisive ones. The agglomerative clustering algorithms
treat each vertex as a separate cluster, and iteratively merge clusters that have the
largest similarity compared to each other, until all the clusters are grouped into one.
The divisive algorithms start with all vertices in one cluster, and subdivide the cluster
into smaller clusters. The Clauset–Newman–Moore (CNM) [54] method is a hierarchical agglomeration algorithm for detecting the “community structure” of large graphs.
We used the Stanford Network Analysis Platform (SNAP) library [57] for this type of
clustering of the SNs.
The experimental SN of the 12 C2 molecule contains 16 CNM clusters (communities), as shown in Fig. 3. Detailed investigation of Fig. 3, where the different clusters
are indicated with different colors, yields the following important conclusions: (a) for
the experimental SN of the 12 C2 molecule the CNM algorithm results in two prin-
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Fig. 3 Clauset–Newman–Moore (CNM) clusters of the experimental spectroscopic network of the 12 C2
molecule (Color figure online)

cipal clusters where the two conjunctive transitions can immediately be recognized;
(b) the two largest communities are formed principally by singlet and triplet energy
levels but not exclusively (this information is not shown in the figure); (c) most of
the communities with a small number of vertices are weakly connected to the main
part of the SN; and (d) the larger communities contain a large number of cycles. The
last statement is significant from the point of view of high-resolution spectroscopy
because it is tempting to believe that if a given energy level is part of at least one
cycle than its value is well defined. Nevertheless, if the energy level is a member of a
weakly connected cluster than its uncertainty highly depends on the accuracy of that
transition which connects the cluster to the main part of the SN. Therefore, the CNM
method can be used to detect small communities, in which the uncertainties of the
energy levels should reflect this weakly connected property. Thus, the CNM method
provides another important piece of information about the accuracy of parts of a SN.

6 Summary and conclusions
The six experimental spectroscopic networks investigated in this study in order to
show further advantages of a network-theoretical approach to spectroscopy include the
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homonuclear diatomic molecule 12 C2 , the symmetric-top molecules H+
3 and NH3 ,
+
+
16
and the asymmetric-top molecules D2 H , H2 D , and H2 O. Of the possible matrices
which can represent experimental SNs and thus measured high-resolution spectra, the
eigenvalue spectra of the adjacency matrix A, the combinatorial Laplacian matrix L C ,
and the normalized Laplacian matrix L N have been employed and investigated in
detail in this study.
While graph theory offers a considerable number of proven theorems related to
the matrix representations mentioned, as this study shows, some of them, for example the chromatic number, do not appear to be useful for the analysis of SNs. A few
selected graph-theoretical tools, however, offer interesting possibilities for the analysis of experimental SNs, a topic of considerable general interest for high-resolution
spectroscopists as well as developers of information systems utilizing and promoting
such spectroscopic data.
Among the components of experimental SNs there are two rooted ones for all the
molecules investigated except 12 C2 , which has only one (this is due to the nature of the
spectroscopic experiments performed on these molecules). Each rooted component,
in other words principal component (PC), is bipartite. This reflects an important property of rovibrational states, namely their overall parity, which has to change during
experimentally measurable one-photon transitions. The bipartite character of the PCs
of an experimental SN can be checked by the αmin = −αmax relation, where αi is an
eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A. A corollary of bipartiteness, important for all
spectroscopists and users of spectroscopic information, is the fact that, as long as the
parity selection rule of molecular rovibrational transitions is not violated, there are
no simple cycles of odd length in SNs, the smallest cycle must involve four energy
levels.
With this study, the PageRank ordering system is introduced to high-resolution
molecular spectroscopy, which allows the identification of the most important vertices of experimental SNs. The degree distributions of all experimental SNs studied
so far appear to show power-law behavior. Thus, the vertices with the highest degree
are hubs. It is important to note that the PageRank order of the hubs can be significantly different from their degree order. PageRank ordering appears to be a more
useful measure to judge the relative importance of the most important energy levels
(hubs) as within the PageRank ordering system hubs are preferentially connected with
hubs.
Connectors between relatively dense sub-networks (clusters) of the SNs are identified and analysed via several variants of (spectral) clustering techniques based on
the combinatorial and normalized Laplacian matrices L C and L N . The partition and
hierarchical clustering results appear to have considerable value in identifying the
“weakest links”, from an information system point of view the most significant links
in the SN. Identification of these links is especially important as they may limit the
accuracy of a large number of energy levels, separated from well-defined energy levels
by the small number of connectors, even if these energy levels form part of several
cycles. The identification of connectors becomes especially important when judging
the true accuracy of the experimental rovibrational energy levels obtained through the
Measured Active Rotational-Vibrational Energy Levels (MARVEL) approach, which
converts information in measured transitions to information about the energy levels
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of a molecule, quantities which are widely employed in several branches of chemistry (for example, they allow to determine highly accurate partition functions and all
related thermochemical quantities).
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